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With recent advances in robotics, general purpose robots like Baxter are
quickly becoming a reality. As robots begin to collaborate with humans in ev-
eryday workspaces, they will need to understand the functions of objects and their
parts. To cut an apple or hammer a nail, robots need to not just know a tool’s name,
but they must find its parts and identify their potential functions, or affordances.
As Gibson remarked, “If you know what can be done with a[n] object, what it can
be used for, you can call it whatever you please.”
We hypothesize that the geometry of a part is closely related to its affordance,
since its geometric properties govern the possible physical interactions with the en-
vironment. In the first part of this thesis, we investigate how the affordances of tool
parts can be predicted using geometric features from RGB-D sensors like Kinect.
We develop several approaches to learn affordance from geometric features: using
superpixel based hierarchical sparse coding, structured random forests, and convo-
lutional neural networks. To evaluate the proposed methods, we construct a large
RGB-D dataset where parts are labeled with multiple affordances. Experiments
over sequences containing clutter, occlusions, and viewpoint changes show that the
approaches provide precise predictions that can be used in robotics applications.
In addition to geometry, the material properties of a part also determine its
potential functions. In the second part of this thesis, we investigate how material
cues can be integrated into a deep learning framework for affordance prediction. We
propose a modular approach for combining high-level material information, or other
mid-level cues, in order to improve affordance predictions. We present experiments
which demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on an expanded RGB-D dataset,
which includes data from non-tool objects and multiple depth sensors. The work
presented in this thesis lays a foundation for the development of robots which can
predict the potential functions of tool parts, and provides a basis for higher level
reasoning about affordance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Visual perception is a key ability for systems which interact with the world,
and while seemingly effortless to humans, it has proven exceedingly difficult for ma-
chines. The potential importance of vision for machines has fueled decades of study
in computer vision, robotics, and machine learning. With new advances in sensors,
computing power, availability of data, and learning techniques, the progress in com-
puter vision has been astounding. Recently, vision systems have quickly approached
and even beaten human performance on tasks such as street sign recognition [1], face
recognition [2], and image classification [3]. Still, while many efforts focus on lever-
aging large internet image databases, there remains a gap in what state-of-the-art
methods provide and what robots need to interact with the world. Namely, in or-
der for robots to collaborate with humans in everyday environments, they need to
understand the functionality of objects and their parts.
Imagine Baxter in a kitchen, trying to serve soup from a pot into a bowl.
Baxter needs to find a ladle, grab the handle, dip the bowl of the ladle into the
pot, and transfer the soup into the serving bowl. Today, computer vision may
allow Baxter to recognize the objects, providing a bounding box around the ladle.
However, in these situations Baxter needs to not just detect the ladle, but more
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importantly he needs to know which part of the ladle he can grasp and which part
can contain the soup. As Gibson remarked, “If you know what can be done with
a[n] object, what it can be used for, you can call it whatever you please” [4]. In this
thesis, we address the novel problem of localizing and identifying part affordance
from RGB-D data, so that a robot can explain how an object and its parts can be
used, and generalize this knowledge to novel scenarios.
Gibson defined affordances as the latent “action possibilities” available to an
agent, given their capabilities and the environment [4]. In this sense, for a human
adult, stairs afford climbing, an apple affords eating, and a knife affords the cutting
of another object. The latter is most relevant to a robot using tools in a kitchen
or workshop, and we use the term effective affordance in this thesis to differentiate
the affordances of tools from those found in other settings. We define objects with
effective affordances as those that an agent can use as tools to produce an effect on
another object. Man-made tools are typically composed of parts, where each part
has multiple effective affordances such as cut, pound, scoop, or contain. If robots
could identify these affordances, it would open the possibility to use a wide variety
of tools, including those that have not been seen before.
From a computer vision perspective, predicting effective affordances from im-
ages presents many challenges. For example, tools from different categories, with
unique shapes and appearances, can have parts with the same effective affordances.
Furthermore, robots observe tools in a much wider variety of conditions than often
found in internet images, and require precise predictions in order to interact with
parts and their surfaces.
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In order to address these challenges, in Chapter 2 we begin by defining the
novel problem of predicting the effective affordance of tool parts. We then present a
superpixel region based method for localizing and identifying part affordance, using
geometric features learned from RGB-D data, so that robots can understand how
objects and their parts can be used. In order to evaluate the proposed approach,
we introduce a new RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset which consists of 105 kitchen,
workshop, and garden tools. The dataset provides hand-labeled ground truth at the
pixel level for more than 10,000 RGB-D images. We hypothesize that there is a deep
relationship between a part’s effective affordance and its geometric properties, so we
analyze the performance of different feature types on our task. We show results
of our method for predicting affordance of objects from a known category, and the
more difficult task of predicting affordance of parts of objects from novel categories.
We demonstrate that, unlike the case of RGB-D object detection, geometric features
are paramount for accurate affordance identification.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the problem in a more realistic environment
with object clutter and ranked affordances for each tool part. For this we propose
real time solutions using two state-of-the-art methods, one with structured random
forests and the other with convolutional neural networks on geometric features. Here
the affordances are solved in a per-pixel manner instead of superpixels, making the
approach efficient and parallelizable.
In Chapter 4, we hypothesize that in addition to geometric cues, materials
properties contain important information about part affordances. However, naively
combining material with geometry cues does not necessarily improve affordance
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prediction, since some materials are shared in multiple affordances. So we propose
a two-stream deep convolutional neural network, with one stream for predicting
affordance from geometric features, a second stream trained to recognize materials
from RGB data, and a final stage to combine these high level cues. We show that
this approach helps affordance prediction, particularly for metallic or dark objects
where geometric information is unreliable.
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Chapter 2: Predicting the Affordance of Tool Parts
in RGB-D Images
2.1 Introduction
Every day, we use tools for ordinary activities, like cutting an apple, hammer-
ing a nail, or watering a flower. While interacting with the world, we effortlessly
draw on our understanding of the functions that tools and their parts provide. Using
vision alone, we can identify potential functions of object parts, in order to find a
tool suited to our needs. As robots like PR2, Asimo, and Baxter begin to collab-
orate with humans in everyday workspaces, they will also need to understand the
functionality of a wide variety of tools, even when they have never seen a particular
tool before. However, from a computer vision perspective, predicting affordance
from an image presents a major challenge because objects from many different cate-
gories, with unique shapes and appearances, can have parts with the same effective
affordance. This is a stark contrast to most previous approaches to tool use in
robotics which largely rely on instance detection of 3D object models [5,6], and are
not concerned with generalizing to a variety of tool appearances.
To address this problem, we propose a method to localize and identify part
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affordance, where the output is a collection of part surfaces with their predicted
affordances and 3D location, which can be used by a robot for manipulation. Given
an RGB-D image, we first oversegment the scene using superpixel segmentation to
divide objects into small surface fragments. Then, treating each of these regions as
a candidate part, and we extract a hierarchy of features learned from raw data. We
hypothesize that there is a deep relationship between a part’s effective affordance and
its geometric properties, so we learn higher level features from low level geometric
features computed from raw depth data. Using these learned features, we train
linear classifiers to predict each surface fragment’s affordance. Finally, we model
the interactions between neighboring superpixels using a conditional random field
to encourage a consistent labeling of parts.
2.2 Related Work
The study of affordance has a rich history in the computer vision and robotics
communities. Early work sought a function-based approach to object recognition for
3D CAD models of objects like chairs [7]. More recently, many works have focused
on predicting grasping points for objects from 2D images [8] [9] [10]. For tool use,
Kemp et al. [11] detects tips of tools being held by a robot. From the computer
vision community, Kjellström et al. [12] classify human hand actions in context of
the objects being used, and Grabner et al. [13] detect surfaces for sitting from 3D
data.
Affordances might be considered a subset of object attributes, which have been
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shown to be powerful for object recognition tasks as well as transferring knowledge
to new categories. Ferrari and Zisserman [14] learn color and 2D shape patterns
to recognize the attributes in novel images. Parikh and Grauman [15] show that
relative attributes can be used to rank images relative to one another, and Lampert
et al. [16] and Yu et al. [17] show that attributes can be used to transfer knowledge
to novel object categories.
In the robotics community, the authors of [18] identify color, shape, material,
and name attributes of objects selected in a bounding box from RGB-D data. Her-
mans et al. [19] explored, using active manipulation of different objects, the influence
of the shape, material and weight in predicting good pushable locations. Aldoma
et al. [20] used a full 3D mesh model to learn so-called 0-ordered affordances that
depend on object poses and relative geometry. Koppula et al. [21] view affordance
of objects as a function of interactions, and jointly model both object interactions
and activities via a Markov Random Field using 3D geometric relations (‘on top’,
‘below’ etc.) between the tracked human and object as features.
Recently, unsupervised feature learning approaches have been applied to prob-
lems with 3D information. Bo et al. [22] propose hierarchical matching pursuit
(HMP), and Socher et al. [23] propose using a convolutional recursive neural net-
work to recognize objects from RGB-D images. We build upon the recent work
of [24] which uses multipath HMP to achieve state of the art performance on chal-
lenging computer vision image datasets. However, in contrast to these previous
works which perform whole image classification using spatial pyramids, we extract
features and make predictions at the level of superpixels.
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2.3 Part Candidates via RGB-D Superpixel Segmentation
Although 2D image segmentation is a challenging problem in computer vi-
sion, recent work has shown that incorporating depth data produces more co-
herent boundaries that adhere to depth discontinuities not apparent in color im-
ages [25] [26]. Usually, the goal is that each segment to correspond to an object,
and great care must be taken to find segments that have not over-segmented or
under-segmented an object of interest [27]. However, in our approach we consider
tools composed of several parts, each formed by a collection of surfaces, so in this
case oversegmentation is advantageous. Therefore, we employ an extension of Simple
Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) for RGB-D images, since SLIC produces segments
that adhere well to part boundaries, are consistent in size and shape, and are simple
and fast to compute.
SLIC [28] consists of three main steps: initialization of cluster centers by
sampling the image on a regular grid, performing spatially constrained k-means
clustering on 2D spatial and color features for a fixed number of iterations, and
finally post processing to enforce cluster connectivity. SLIC is first initialized with
k cluster centers Ci = [xi, yi, li, ai, bi]
T sampled from the image on a regular grid.
Here, xi and yi are the location of the sampled pixel in image coordinates, and
li, ai, bi are its CIELAB color space components. For a fixed number of iterations,
pixels are assigned to clusters within a constrained spatial range using k-means with











where dc and ds are euclidean distances between the color and spatial dimensions
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respectively, and α and β are hyperparameters which control how the algorithm
balances color and spatial components.
We adapt SLIC for RGB-D images by clustering RGB-D pixels represented by
f = (x, c, n), f ∈ R9, where x is the 3D position of a pixel, c is its CIELAB color





2 + (ds/β )
2 + (dn/γ )
2 (2.1)
where dc and ds are the euclidean distance between color and spatial feature
vectors, and dn is the angle between normals. Hyper-parameters α, β, and γ control
how the distance metric and resulting superpixels balance color, spatial, and normal
components. Affordance parts are usually connected to other parts with different
affordances, and these parts may only differ in either color, depth, or normal ori-
entation. For this reason, all three components are important to achieving a good
superpixel segmentation.
2.4 Learning Geometric Feature Representations
Given a superpixel segmentation where each segment is potentially a tool part,
we next need to extract relevant information about the segment which can be used
to predict its affordance. We hypothesize that affordances are strongly characterized
by their geometric properties, since geometry is closely related to the physics of how
objects can interact with their environment. For instance, the concavity of the inner
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surface of a bowl is what allows it to have the function to contain liquid, and a blade
can be used for cutting because it is long, thin, and sharp. Therefore, we make use
of three geometric features depth, normal, and curvature obtained from a Kinect
depth sensor to predict the affordance of a particular surface. Rather than hand
engineering descriptors for each of these “raw” geometric features, we propose to
learn higher level features from the data, and analyze which geometric features are
most useful for affordance recognition.
Recently, unsupervised feature learning methods such as deep belief networks
[23] and hierarchical sparse coding [24] have been successful in a number of vision and
robotics tasks. These methods have the advantage to learn discriminative structures
directly from data and encode mid-level information that are shown to be useful for
various recognition tasks. Following their success, we build on the recent work of
multipath hierarchical matching pursuit (M-HMP) by Bo et al [24] to learn features
representations from raw features obtained from a RGB-D image.
HMP [22] is a hierarchical sparse coding method that learns feature hierarchies
called paths. A path has a unique architecture which captures information at varying
scales and abstractions, where in each layer of the hierarchy the input is encoded
by sparse coding and undergoes a max-pooling operation. Specifically, we learn a
hierarchy of dictionaries D such that the data Y can be represented by a sparse





s.t. ∀m, ‖dm‖2 = 1 and ∀n, ‖xn‖0 ≤ K
(2.2)
where ‖·‖F and ‖·‖0 denote the Frobenius norm and L0 norm respectively, K
is the sparsity regularization parameter, and X is the matrix of coefficients. Given
a learned dictionary, an image is represented by its coefficients or sparse codes.
In previous works, on image attribute recognition [18] or image classification
[24], these codes were max-pooled over the whole image or over an image pyramid.
However, we max-pool HMP features within each superpixel, which yields a feature
vector for each surface. These features can be classified with a linear SVM, thereby
providing a prediction of each affordance for each segment. In our experiments we
use features from two-layer and three-layer architectures, which capture features at
different scales and abstractions.
M-HMP is suitable for our purposes for multiple reasons. First is its strong
performance in wide-array of computer vision tasks. Second, affordance can be cap-
tured by it’s deep architecture allows the representation to be invariant to small
local deformations and noise. Third, extracting features from multiple path allows
us to capture both local and global information which is important for affordance.
For example, at a local scale, a flat surface on a knife blade and a spatula may have
similar geometric properties, but at a larger scale, their neighborhood structure is
not the same. Furthermore, the advantage of using a feature learning approach as
opposed to using a collection of hand-engineered features is that it provides a con-
sistent way to extract features from these raw data. This provides an equal footing
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for comparing which raw features are discriminative for affordances recognition.
2.5 Affordance Prediction Refinement
Given an RGB-D image we compute superpixel segmentation using the method
in Section 2.3. We predict the affordance of each super pixel with a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) [29]. Regarding each superpixel segments as a random variable
~S = {s1, . . . , sn}, we define a graph G(S,E), with label assignments ~c = {c1, . . . , cn}
for each superpixel. We model the posterior distribution of each image as






Ψ(ci, cj|si, sj), (2.3)
where Φ is the unary potential, Ψ is the edge potential that smoothes label discon-
tinuities depending on data, and w is a weight parameter. For the unary potential,
we first train a multi-class linear SVM using spatially max-pooled M-HMP features
extracted from superpixel segments. We use the output of the SVM directly for the
unary potential, Φ(ci|si) = − logP (ci|si). The pairwise potential Ψ is defined as
Ψ(ci, cj|si, sj) =
(
B(si, sj)
1 + ||si − sj||
)
δ(ci 6= cj), (2.4)
where δ is an indicator function, and B(si, sj) is a regularization term defined to be
the length of the shared boundary between si and sj [30]. Since we only have one
parameter w, we set the value by cross validation on the training data. We initialize
the graph using the unary potentials and solve for the optimal labeling c? using the
alpha-expansion graph-cut algorithm of [31]. The proposed S-HMP framework is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Affordance detection using S-HMP. An RGB-D image is
segmented into superpixels, where each segment serves as a candidate
part surface (left). For each superpixel, hierarchical sparse codes are
extracted from geometric features such as depth, surface normal, and
curvature information (middle). Superpixels’ codes are pooled and then
classified using a linear SVM, and the final labeling is refined using a
CRF (right).
2.6 RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset
To investigate the problem of localizing and identifying affordance, we propose
a new RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset which focuses on everyday tools annotated
with the affordances of their parts. We consider tool parts corresponding to a
collection of surfaces which provide a certain functionality. We define each surface’s
effective affordances by the way it comes in contact with the objects that they affect.
For example, a coffee mug has two affordance parts, the inner surface and the outer
surface. The inner surface of a mug has the effective affordance “contain”, because it
comes in contact with the liquid that is contained. The surface of the mug’s handle
has the affordance “grasp” as it can be tightly held by a hand or robot gripper. The
dataset provides pixel-level affordance labels for 105 kitchen, workshop, and garden
tools. The tools were collected from 17 different categories covering seven types
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Affordance Description
grasp Can be enclosed by a hand for manipulation (handles).
cut Used for separating another object (the blade of a knife).
scoop A curved surface with a mouth for gathering soft material (trowels).
contain With deep cavities to hold liquid (the inside of bowls).
pound Used for striking other objects.(the head of a hammer).
support Flat parts that can hold loose material (turners/spatulas).
wrap-grasp Can be held with the hand and palm (the outside of a cup).
Table 2.1: Description of the seven affordance labels.
of affordance which are summarized in Table 2.1. Each affordance is represented
by objects from a variety of categories with different appearances, as shown in
Figure 2.2. For example, parts with the affordance “cut” are found in kitchen
knives, workshop saws, and garden shears.
While there are several RGB-D object datasets, most are designed for instance
and category level object recognition [32], attribute learning [18] or for specific
robotic gripping locations [33]. In addition to testing with tools from a known
category, the dataset is designed for evaluating part affordance identification for
objects from completely novel categories. To our knowledge this is the first dataset
specifically designed for robots to identify and localize part affordances from RGB-D
data.
Data was collected using a Kinect sensor, which records RGB and depth images
at a resolution of 640×480 pixels. Since many of the parts we want to capture
are small, we collected data at the minimum distance required for accurate depth
14
Figure 2.2: Sample objects from the RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset.
(Left) Each column shows two close-up examples of objects with parts
that share the same affordance. (Right) An example of a full frame
image (top) with hand-labeled ground truth (bottom).
readings, approximately 0.8 meters. We recorded each tool on a revolving turntable
to collect images covering a full 360◦ range of views. On average, approximately 300
frames are captured for each tool, producing more than 30,000 RGB-D image pairs.
Of these, more than 10,000 images have pixel-level ground truth affordance labels.
Labeling such a large dataset at the pixel level would ordinarily be a very
expensive task, so we reduced labeling effort by taking advantage of the superpixel
segmentation method described in Section 2.3. We segmented images into superpix-
els, at a finer scale than in our experiments, and allowed annotators to click on the
segments that corresponded to the desired affordances. Since data was also collected
on a rotating turntable, after an annotator finished labeling a frame, we propagated
labels to the next image based on superpixel proximity and similarity. This greatly
reduced labeling effort, since in the majority of images annotators only needed to
correct a small number of segments, and only occasionally would annotators need
to click on many segments in the image. While still a time consuming task, labeling
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approximately 10,000 images became manageable using this approach.
2.7 Experiments
In our experiments, we first analyze the effectiveness of individual raw feature
types in order to test our hypothesis that geometric features are essential for affor-
dance identification. We then present the results of our method for known category
and novel category affordance localization and prediction. We perform experiments
using the RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset described in Section 2.6. In the known
category setting, we evaluate using a 10-fold randomized leave-one-out procedure,
as used in the RGB-D dataset for category-level recognition [32]. For each fold, an
object from each category is left out for testing, and the remaining objects are used
for training. This provides approximately 8,000 RGB-D images for training and
2,000 for testing. Performance is reported as the average class accuracy over the
10 folds. For the novel category setting, categories of the dataset are split into two
groups, so that each affordance is represented by tools from different environments
in training and testing. In all experiments, we measure performance using average
class accuracy.
2.7.1 Implementation Details
For superpixel segmentation, we found that parameters α = 1, β = 0.05, and
γ = 0.125 produce segments that adhere well to object boundaries. On average this
produces 300 superpixel segments for each image. To compute M-HMP features and
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dictionaries we build on the publicly available M-HMP code of Bo et al [24]. We
learn dictionaries for five raw feature types; RGB color, grayscale, depth, surface
normal, and curvature. Surface normals and curvature images are computed from
depth images. For each raw feature, we learn two paths P1 and P2. P1 is a two layer
architecture, which learns dictionaries on 5×5 raw feature patches in the first layer,
followed by 4×4 max-pooling. The second layer learns dictionaries on 4×4 patches
of the resulting sparse codes, corresponding to 16 × 16 raw feature patches. P2 is
a three layer architecture, whose first two layers are the same as the layers of P1.
The third layer learns dictionaries on 3×3 patches of 3×3 max-pooled sparse codes
from layer 2, corresponding to 36 × 36 raw feature patches. To learn each feature
hierarchy, we sample approximately 1,000,000 patches from raw feature images, and
normalize the brightness of patches by subtracting their mean. M-HMP features
are extracted for each segment and concatenated, resulting in a 4600 dimensional
feature. We also ensure that test data is not used for dictionary learning by splitting
the data into two groups and learning a separate set of dictionaries for each group.
At test time, features are extracted using the dictionaries which did not use the test
data for learning.
2.7.2 Comparison of Individual Features
Recent results for RGB-D object recognition have shown that visual fea-
tures outperform geometry features in instance and category level recognition set-
tings [32] [22]. However, for the task of affordance identification, we hypothesize
17
















Figure 2.3: Average affordance accuracy for each of the raw features
RGB, grayscale, depth, normals, and curvature. Results are shown for
known category and novel category settings.
















affordance accuracy for each feature types
 
 
random rgb gray depth normals curvature
Figure 2.4: Comparison of different raw features for each affordance in
the known category setting. Blue-green bars show the results of “Ap-
pearance” features (rgb and grayscale). Orange-yellow bars show results
of the “Geometry” features (depth, normal, curvature).
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that geometric features are essential. To validate this hypothesis, we train an inde-
pendent multi-class linear SVM for each of the five raw features and compare their
performance, as shown in Figure 2.3. In both known and novel category settings,
we find that geometric features significantly improve over appearance features. We
can also see that the novel category setting is significantly more challenging than
the known category setting as expected, since novel objects have very different color
and shape appearance. For a more detailed analysis, we also show the accuracy
of each affordance separately, in the known category setting, in Figure 2.4. From
this breakdown, we can see that geometry features are superior for “scoop”, “con-
tain”, “pound”, “support”, and “wrap-grasp”. All five feature types show similar
performance for “grasp” and “cut”, with the exception of RGB outperforming other
features for “cut”. We suspect that RGB information is useful for cut since many
of the cutting blades lay flat against the table, with few discriminative geometric
features. Geometric features offer substantial improvement for other affordances.
Based on these experiments, we find grayscale, depth, normal, and curvature to be
the most effective features. We concatenate these M-HMP features and refer to this
final feature representation as All. We also refer to the concatenation of RGB and
grayscale as Appearance, and the concatenation of depth, normal, and curvature as
Geometry.
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2.7.3 Results for Known and Novel Categories
We evaluate our complete framework using All features with CRF refinement
for affordance identification of parts from objects of known and novel categories.
We compare the performance of Appearance, Geometry, All, and our framework in
Figure 2.2. As anticipated from our initial experiments, geometry features have rela-
tive improvement over appearance features in both known and novel settings by 18%
and 38% respectively. Even more telling, combining both appearance and geomet-
ric features does not provide significant improvement for either task, a significantly
different conclusion from category-level object recognition results, where combining
appearance and geometric features increases performance [32] [22]. This indicates
that geometric features are primary for the problem of predicting affordance.
We show example results of our full framework for both known and novel
category settings in Figure 2.5 (a-b). While adding CRF does not appear to change
performance significantly, it is an important step for producing a final output that
is useful for a robot. The refinement step removes small inconsistent regions so that
the output is more consistent and usable by a robot. Overall the CRF does not
have a large impact on performance, since while refinement corrects small errors,
it also makes mistakes when small correct regions are surrounded by an incorrectly
labeled neighborhood. In Figure 2.5 (c) we show results where CRF benefits the
framework, as well as cases where it increases errors.
Overall, the affordances of parts are well localized, and the 3D labeled points
could be used directly by a robot for tool manipulation. Novel category results are
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Known Object Category
Appearance Geometry All All + CRF
73.2± 3.5 86.5± 6.6 86.2± 5.6 86.5± 5.0
Novel Object Category
Appearance Geometry All All + CRF
46.0 63.6 64.8 64.8
Table 2.2: Part affordance identification on the RGB-D Part Affordance
Dataset for known and novel object settings. Performance using appear-
ance features, geometry features, all features, and the complete frame-
work.
also promising, for example the blade of the “pruning shears” is correctly labeled
as “cut” even though the system only saw “knives” and “scissors” during training.
However, while some affordances are accurately identified, others are easily confused
as illustrated by example errors in Figure 2.5 (b). In one case, the tips of a small pair
of “scissors” are mistaken as part of the handle. In another, the flat surface of the
“shovel” is correctly labeled as “support”, whereas the edges are labeled “scoop”.
As shown by the example errors in Figure 2.5 (b-c), we found that affordances such
as “contain” and “scoop” or “support” and “scoop” are sometimes confused. This
occurs for example, when one trowel’s head, which is flatter than others, is often con-
fused as a supporting part. In some views, food scoops are confused with containing
parts, like the concavity of a bowl. These mistakes are not completely wrong, and
would actually be quite useful for a robot. More importantly, these mistakes reveal
the similarity shared between related affordances, opening new avenues for future
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Figure 2.5: Examples of results from our method from known category
(a. top row) and novel category (a. bottom row) experimental settings.
Failure cases show missed part errors and confusion between similar af-
fordances (b). CRF refinement is an important step for producing output
that is consistent and usable for a robot (c). Although CRF improves
labeling in many cases (c. columns 1-3), it can also make additional
mistakes (c. column 4).
work.
2.8 Conclusion
For robots to collaborate with humans in everyday workspaces, it is critical
that they understand the functionality of objects and their parts. However, recog-
nition of part affordances is a challenging problem due to the fact that parts with
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similar affordances can come from a variety of object classes.
In this chapter, we have presented an approach to localize and identify the
affordance of tool parts, and we introduced a new RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset
which we used to evaluate our approach. Through experiments, we also demon-
strated the importance of geometry for affordance prediction, showing that geomet-
ric features outperform appearance features by a significant margin, and that the
addition of appearance features does not yield a significant performance improve-
ment. Finally, we also showed that affordances can be learned from a set of training
objects, and successfully applied to novel objects from classes not seen in training.
This work shows the potential for learning to detect affordances, as apposed
to previous techniques focused on detecting object instances. In contrast to works
which provide image labels or bounding boxes, the proposed approach localizes and
predicts affordances at the pixel level, which provides information that can be readily
used in robotics applications. This also opens new research directions, by raising
interesting questions about the relationships between similar affordances, and the
potential for tool parts to have multiple affordances.
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Chapter 3: Dense Part Affordance Prediction in Real-time
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we developed a framework that can localize and iden-
tify tool part affordances, using superpixel segmentation and HMP to learn a hier-
archy of geometric features from raw depth data. This demonstrated the potential
for learning to predict the affordance of tool parts in contrast to traditional in-
stance based object recognition approaches commonly used in robotics applications.
However, the proposed S-HMP approach is limited by the quality of the superpixel
segmentation and more importantly the computational complexity of sparse cod-
ing for patches in the image. In this chapter, instead of predicting affordance of
superpixel regions, we propose two approaches for dense part affordance prediction
in real-time. The first approach leverages the fast inference of structured random
forests (SRF) to detect part affordances in real-time. Secondly, we proposed a
deep convolutional neural network approach which learns to predict part affordance
from raw geometric features. Finally, we also demonstrate the robustness of the
approaches in challenging real-world situations containing clutter, occlusions and
viewpoint changes which were not explored in prior works.
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3.2 Related Work
Recently, deep learning methods have achieved impressive results on visual
classification tasks like street sign recognition [1], face recognition [2], and image
classification [3]. These approaches have demonstrated the ability to learn complex
patterns by building increasingly abstract representations layer by layer, and have
been able to leverage advances in GPU hardware to learn from large amounts of
data. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have subsequently been applied to
many problems in computer vision very recently, but much less deep learning work
has addressed RGB-D data and vision problems in robotics. Recently, [34] used
CNNs for semantic segmentation of RGB-D scenes, and [23] proposed a convolu-
tional recursive neural network to recognize objects from RGB-D images.
3.3 Robust Geometric Features
The key hypothesis of this thesis is that shape and geometry are physically
grounded qualities which are deeply tied to the affordances of a tool part. When
characterizing geometric qualities of a part, it is important that the features we
compute are robust to variations, such as changes in viewpoint. At the same time, we
would like to gain insight into the influence of basic geometric measures. Therefore,
we leverage simple geometric features, such as surface normals and curvature, to
learn the relationship between geometry and part affordance. In order to detect
affordances for a variety of tools in cluttered scenes with occlusions, we derive the
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following local geometric features from small RGB-D input patches.
3.3.1 Depth Features
We first apply smoothing and interpolation operators to reduce noise and miss-
ing depth values. Then, we remove the mean from the patch to gain robustness to
absolute changes in depth. These patches are used directly by HMP to learn hierar-
chical sparse code dictionaries. In the first layer, HMP captures primitive structures
such as depth edges at various orientations, and higher layers encode increasingly
abstract representations [22]. To provide comparable depth edge information to the
SRF, we compute histograms over depth gradients (HoG-Depth). Similar to the 2D
Histogram of Gradients (HoG) image descriptor [35], we compute gradients on the
depth image and quantize them into four orientations to create a compact histogram
feature.
3.3.2 Surface normals (SNorm)
We use the depth camera’s intrinsic parameters to recover the 3D point cloud,
from which we can estimate 3D surface normals. As with the depth, we remove
the patch mean during feature learning, to make the representation more robust to
changes in viewpoint.
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3.3.3 Principle curvatures (PCurv)
The principle curvatures [36] are an extrinsic invariant of the local patch ge-
ometry, and are independent of viewpoint. The principal curvatures (κ1, κ2), κ1>κ2
characterize how the surface bends in different directions.
3.3.4 Shape-index and curvedness (SI+CV)
The shape index (SI) and curvedness (CV) measures were introduced by Koen-
derink et al. [37] to characterize human perception of shape. These measures, which
are derived from (κ1, κ2), are also viewpoint invariant and are defined as














SI and CV are continuous in the range [−1,+1], where the shape index cap-
tures the type of local shape (elliptic, parabolic, etc.) and the curvedness its per-
ceived strength.
3.4 Structured Random Forest
The random forest (RF), introduced by [38], is an ensemble learning technique
that combines K decision trees, (T1, · · · , TK), trained over random permutations of
the data to prevent overfitting. The output of the model can either be a class
label (for multilabel classification) or a continuous value (for regression). The main
advantage of random forests is that inference is extremely efficient [39], since data
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Figure 3.1: Affordance detection using SRF. (A) Input image with exam-
ple patch highlighted. (B) Features extracted from each patch (top) and
sampled annotation patches from data (below). (C) Training different
patches, X with corresponding binary affordance annotations, Y , learns
the optimal θj at each split node. The leaf nodes store per pixel confi-
dence scores for each Y encountered. (D) During inference, a test patch
is assigned to a leaf node that contains affordance prediction. Averaging
the predictions over the K trees produces an affordance confidence score
per pixel.
only needs to be passed through several binary decision functions. Due to their
speed and flexibility, RFs have been widely applied in both computer vision and
robotics problems.
We propose an approach using a structured random forest (SRF), an extension
of the standard RF that imposes structured constraints on the input and output.
This enables the SRF to learn more expressive information, such as shapes, sizes,
or even abstract relationships between entities while still retaining all the inherent
advantages of standard RFs. Structured random forests were introduced by [40] to
impose spatial constraints for scene segmentation, and they were recently extended
by [41] for 2D edge detection.
Different from these previous works, we impose here a novel structure that
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relates affordances to the local patch geometry and shape. To this end, we train a
SRF that takes as input X , features from local N × N patches described in Sec-
tion 3.3 with pixel accurate annotations of the target affordance, Y (Figure 3.1 (B)).
The annotations impose the expected spatial structure of how the affordance should
appear in the final prediction. For the jth split (internal) node, we train a binary
decision function h(x, θj) ∈ {0, 1} over random subsets, x ∈ X , of the input features
so that the parameters θj = (f, ρ) send x(f) (where f is the feature dimension for
each feature described in Section 3.3) to the left child when h(·) = 1 if [x(f) < ρ]
and to the right child otherwise. The decision threshold, ρ, is obtained by maxi-








where Dcj , c ∈ {L,R} indicates the portion of the data that is split by ρ
into the left and right child nodes respectively. We use here the Gini impurity
measure: H(Dj) =
∑
y py(1− py) with py denoting the proportion of features in Dj
with ownership label y ∈ Y . Eq. (3.2) is computed via an intermediate mapping
Π : Y 7→ L of structured affordance labels into discrete labels l ∈ L following [41].
To determine Π, we first cluster via k-means random annotation patches that have
the same affordance labels and select the largest |L| cluster centers. We repeat
the training procedure until a maximum tree depth, Dt, is reached and we store
at the leaf nodes per pixel confidence scores for each affordance annotation patch
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encountered during training. (Figure 3.1 (C)). Each tree in the SRF therefore learns
jointly, the 2D spatial structure together with the 2.5D features that describe the
affordance within a patch. Inference using the trained SRF is extremely simple.
Given a forest of K trees and a testing patch with extracted features, the learned
decision thresholds in each split node will send the patch to a leaf node that contains
the predicted affordance labeling and confidence scores. We then average all K
predictions for the final prediction (Figure 3.1 (D)).
In our implementation, we train a SRF with K = 8 trees with a maximum
training depth of Dt = 64. We use patches of size N = 16 and we set |L| = 10 cluster
centers for Π. Training over the entire Affordance RGB-D dataset (Section 3.6.2) in
parallel with approximately 5000 RGB-D images per split takes around 20 minutes
on a 16 core Xeon 2.9GHz machine with 128GB of ram. Inference for a single RGB-
D image of size (640× 480) (height, width), takes an average of 0.1s which includes
the time for feature extraction.
3.5 Convolutional Neural Networks
In Chapter 2, we used hierarchical matching pursuit (HMP) to compute hier-
archical sparse codes from raw geometric features, with the goal of learning multiple
layers of features with each successive layer encoding increasingly abstract represen-
tations. Unfortunately, HMP is computationally expensive, since for every patch
we need to compute sparse coefficients using orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP),
so it is not well suited for real-time robotics applications. While SRFs are efficient
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enough to run in real-time scenarios, they compute binary decision functions from
existing features, and do not learn new feature representations from the data. So, in
order to learn features for predicting affordance in real-time, we we propose a Deep
Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) based approach.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have recently reemerged in the in
the computer vision community, obtaining state-of-the-art results on a number of
tasks. Like HMP, CNNs learn multiple layers of feature representations, with each
layer learning higher-level and more abstract features. Whereas HMP uses a learned
dictionary to compute sparse codes at each layer, CNNs convolve learned filters over
the input features to produce the layer’s output, before transforming the outputs
using a non-linear activation function. In addition, HMP and CNNs both use max-
pooling layers to aggregate features over image patches and to achieve invariance
to small spatial perturbations. In practice, CNNs have also become more accessible
with the recent development of publicly available libraries like Caffe [42]. Since
CNNs are feedforward and highly parallelizable, they can also be run efficiently
on GPUs, and with appropriate architectural considerations can enabling real-time
operation.
Following the HMP architecture used in Chapter 2, we propose a DCNN archi-
tecture with 3 intermediate convolution layers, where the outputs of each convolution
layer are passed through a ReLU non-linearity. The first two convolution layers are
also followed by a max-pooling operation on overlapping 3 × 3 patches. After 3
convolution layers, we apply a final pair of convolution and logistic layers to output
an affordance probability map. We note that the logistic classifiers are independent,
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Name Kernel size (dilation) Stride Output size (C ×H ×W )
conv 1 7× 7 2 64× 105× 140
pool 1 3× 3 2 64× 52× 70
conv 2 5× 5 1 128× 52× 70
pool 2 3× 3 1 128× 50× 68
conv 3 3× 3 (2) 1 256× 50× 68
conv class 1× 1 1 7× 50× 68
sigmoid 7× 50× 68
Table 3.1: Affordance CNN Architecture.
which in contrast to a softmax layer, allows for multiple positive classes.
We also process patches with a stride of 2 pixels in the first convolution and
pooling layers, while all remaining layers use a stride of 1. Many similar architectures
also use a stride of 2 in the later convolution and pooling layers [3,43], however this
would further reduce the spatial resolution of the output probability map. Instead,
we achieve equivalent receptive fields while preserving spatial resolution by using
dilated convolution kernels in later layers. The overall architecture is detailed in
Table 3.1.
In order to train the network using the different geometric features described
in Section 3.3, we concatenate the desired feature maps into a tensor which is then
input to the first convolution layer. For each of the features, we center and normalize
the data using each channel’s mean and standard deviation, computed on all pixels
in the training data.
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3.6 Experiments
We conduct several experiments to compare the proposed approaches with re-
lated approaches in the literature, understand the importance of different geometric
features, and evaluate the performance of the proposed methods on everyday tools
in controlled and cluttered environments. First, in Section 3.6.1, we present ex-
periments on a baseline task of predicting good robotic grasping regions (a specific
affordance), and compare the proposed S-HMP and SRF approaches with the ap-
proach of Lenz et al. [33]. In Section 3.6.2, we describe extensions made to the part
affordance dataset, which is used to evaluate the S-HMP, SRF, and CNN approaches.
We present the evaluation metrics used for all experiments in Section 3.6.3. Lastly,
we present and discuss the results of our experiments in Sections 3.6.4-3.6.6.
3.6.1 Grasping Detection Baseline
Since there are no prior works on part affordance detection with which we
can compare, we turn to the related robotics task of determining where to grasp (a
specific affordance) as a baseline. We used the recently introduced Cornell Grasping
Dataset of Lenz et al. [33] and compare against their sparse auto-encoder based
approach to validate the effectiveness of our SRF and S-HMP approaches. The
dataset contains 1035 RGB-D images of 280 graspable objects, where objects are
captured from a small discrete number of viewpoints. Each image contains a single
object, and is annotated with a set of rectangles indicating good or bad graspable
locations. Following the testing procedure in [33], we averaged results from 5 random
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splits, and report both recognition accuracy and detection accuracy. For detection,
we report the point-wise metric following [33] and [8], which considers the detection
a success if it is within some distance from at least one ground-truth rectangle
center. In order to use S-HMP in this setting, we treat the candidate rectangles
as superpixel segments, and perform max-pooling over the rectangle to make a
prediction. To obtain structured labels for the SRF, we estimated the ground-truth
annotations of graspable regions by first applying a mask obtained over all graspable
rectangles followed by a edge detection and hole filling operation (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Estimating pixel accurate annotations from the Cornell
Grasping Dataset. (Left) Input RGB image. (Middle) Overlay of several
graspable rectangles. (Right) Edge detection and hole filling produces a
pixel accurate segment.
We applied the proposed approaches to the Cornell Grasping Dataset and com-
pared recognition and detection results to those of the sparse auto-encoder (SAE)
with a two-stage structured regularization in [33]. Table 3.2 summarizes the recog-
nition accuracy, ra, and detection accuracy (point-wise), da, of the SRF, SAE, and
S-HMP methods. In order to highlight the contribution of the structured constraints
in the SRF, we trained a standard random forest (RF) with 20 trees over the an-
notated grasping rectangles in the dataset, using the same feature set of the SAE:
RGB + Depth + SNorms.
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We note first that using the baseline feature set used in SAE with a standard
RF results only in mediocre performance. By adding the structured constraints and
the proposed robust features, the SRF is able to achieve recognition and detection
performances comparable to the deep learning based SAE. S-HMP outperforms the
other approaches by a large margin, achieving state-of-the-art performance for this
dataset. It is important to note however, that the SRF provides very reasonable
predictions of graspable locations with pixel-wise accuracy (Figure 3.3), within a
fraction of the time needed for inference using SAE (30s) vs. 0.1s in SRF. Such
real-time performance is crucial for practical robotics applications and we show in
the supplementary video an example of real-time detection over the cluttered RGB-
D Affordance Dataset.
Figure 3.3: Grasping locations predicted by SRF. (Top) Input RGB-
D images for four example objects. (Bottom) Predicted graspable lo-
cations. Notice the large difference in shape of the graspable regions.
Brighter means higher probability.
3.6.2 Dataset
In Section 2.6 we introduced a new RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset to in-
vestigate the problem of localizing and identifying part affordances. The dataset
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Method ra % da %
RF 85.3 62.5
SRF 93.5 87.0
SAE [33] 93.7 88.4
S-HMP 95.2 92.0
Table 3.2: Performance comparisons in the Cornell Grasping dataset.
provides pixel-level affordance labels for 105 kitchen, workshop, and garden tools
from 17 different categories. However, results from experiments on the dataset
showed that some affordance predictions were confused with similar affordances.
Although these labelings do not match the ground truth, in some cases they are
not completely wrong. For example, the inside of a bowl might be annotated with
the affordance “contain”, but a prediction of scoop is somewhat reasonable. This
highlights the fact that tool parts may have multiple affordances, where some affor-
dances may be more likely than others. To address this, we engaged several human
annotators to rank affordances for each part with respect to the essential affordance
category, while allowing for ties. This allows us to determine, on an ordinal scale,
how well the affordance detector generalizes to related affordances which is impor-
tant when novel objects are observed. In addition, we expanded the dataset with
three sequences of approximately 1000 RGB-D frames, each collected by a mobile
robot observing novel tools in clutter under changing viewpoints. Example frames
are shown in Figure 3.4 (left).
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3.6.3 Evaluation Metrics
We use three evaluation metrics to provide different perspectives on the per-
formance of our approaches over the RGB-D Part Affordance dataset. The proposed
approaches output a probability map over the image for each affordance, which can
be evaluated against ground truth labels to fairly compare their performance. First,
we use the Weighted F-Measure, Fwβ , introduced recently by Margolin et al. [44]
to evaluate saliency maps with continuous valued responses against binary valued
ground-truths.
The well-known F-measure Fβ is defined by the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall values: Fβ = (1 + β
2). Pr.Rc
β2.P r+Rc
and is used as a measure of the accuracy
of the Pr and Rc scores. The weight β is a positive value that gives preferences
to either Rc, when β > 1, or Pr, when β < 1. The Weighted F-Measure, is an
extension of the F-measure,




,with β = 1 (3.3)
where Prw and Rcw are weighted versions of the standard precision Pr = TP
TP+FP
and
recall Rc = TP
TP+FN
measures. Here, TP, TN, FP, FN refer to true positives, true
negatives, false positives and false negatives respectively. The key insight from [44]
is to extend the standard precision and recall measures with weights derived by
comparing the binary ground-truth and the continuous valued responses in order to
reduce biases inherent in the standard measures. To do this, the authors proposed
weights that measure the dependency of foreground pixels (pixels clustered together
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near the ground-truth are weighted higher), and assign lower weights to pixels far
from the ground-truth.
Since the ground-truth in the RGB-D Affordance dataset provides rankings









wr = 1 (3.4)
that sums weighted Fwβ (r) over their corresponding r ranked affordances. The ranked
weights wr are chosen so that the top ranked affordance is given the most weight,
followed by the secondary affordance and so on. This allows us to capture if the
detector is generalizing across multiple affordances appropriately. Note that when
we impose w1 = 1, (3.4) reduces to (3.3), where we consider only the top ranked
affordance.
Finally, we use a third measure to evaluate whether multiple affordance pre-
dictions agree with the ground-truth rankings. We rank the continuous affordance
predictions at each pixel, and compute the ranked correlation score, Kendall’s
τk ∈ [−1, 1] [45]. τk approaches 1 as the predicted ranks agree more closely with the
ground-truth, but nears -1 as the ranks are reversed. We report τ k ∈ [−1, 1], the
average τk of all pixels over the test images.
3.6.4 Comparison on RGB-D Tool Dataset
We report results that demonstrate the performance of our approaches using
the proposed metrics described above: (Fwβ , R
w
β , τ k) for affordance detectors trained
using the S-HMP, SRF, and CNN methods. We used the same train/test splits of
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Affordance CNN (Fwβ , R
w








β , τ k)
grasp 0.520, 0.216, 0.908 0.367, 0.149, 0.711 0.314, 0.133, 0.409
cut 0.534, 0.062, 0.916 0.373, 0.043, 0.831 0.285, 0.033, 0.798
scoop 0.581, 0.101, 0.854 0.415, 0.046, 0.627 0.412, 0.097, 0.559
contain 0.815, 0.176, 0.916 0.810, 0.168, 0.814 0.635, 0.142, 0.579
pound 0.686, 0.045, 0.949 0.643, 0.035, 0.787 0.429, 0.033, 0.801
support 0.701, 0.049, 0.911 0.524, 0.030, 0.717 0.481, 0.039, 0.724
wrap-grasp 0.864, 0.115, 0.963 0.767, 0.102, 0.867 0.666, 0.089, 0.821
Mean 0.672, 0.109, 0.917 0.557, 0.082, 0.751 0.460, 0.081, 0.643
Table 3.3: Performance over the RGB-D Affordance dataset.
the RGB-D Affordance dataset used for the experiments presented in Section 2.7,
and we report averaged results over the splits. We used the features described in
Section 3.3 for a fair comparison. Table 3.3 summarizes the performance over the
seven affordance labels considered.
From the results, we can see that between S-HMP and the SRF, S-HMP con-
sistently outperforms SRF in all three evaluation metrics. The difference is most
significant using the Fwβ measure, which shows that the sparse codes obtained by S-
HMP are able to distinguish the top ranked affordance class much better than SRF,
which tends to produce weaker responses across multiple affordance categories. This
is not surprising since, unlike HMP which learns new high-level features from the
raw data, SRF only selects the most discriminative input features. Furthermore, the
CNN performs better than both S-HMP and the SRF by a large margin on all met-
rics. In the sections that follow, we describe ablation experiments that demonstrate
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Affordance CNN (Fwβ , R
w








β , τ k)
grasp 0.330, 0.196, 0.713 0.227, 0.124, 0.583 0.200, 0.122, 0.165
cut 0.221, 0.090, 0.831 0.160, 0.065, 0.754 0.072, 0.030, 0.724
scoop 0.225, 0.176, 0.705 0.165, 0.083, 0.519 0.114, 0.106, 0.446
contain 0.437, 0.231, 0.688 0.437, 0.222, 0.627 0.322, 0.178, 0.316
pound 0.261, 0.096, 0.732 0.257, 0.079, 0.609 0.072, 0.023, 0.595
support 0.376, 0.075, 0.636 0.297, 0.049, 0.462 0.098, 0.022, 0.509
wrap-grasp 0.232, 0.128, 0.563 0.208, 0.109, 0.482 0.156, 0.099, 0.482
Mean 0.298, 0.142, 0.695 0.250, 0.105, 0.563 0.165, 0.083, 0.435
Table 3.4: Performance over the clutter subset.
the contribution of geometric features and how they help in real-world scenarios
with clutter, occlusions and viewpoint changes.
3.6.5 Performance in clutter and occlusions
In order to test the performance of the approach in real-world situations con-
taining clutter, occlusions and viewpoint changes, we tested our approach over the
clutter subset of the RGB-D Part Affordance dataset. Table 3.4 compares the per-
formance of the approaches using the (Fwβ , R
w
β , τ k) metrics.
We show in Figure 3.4 a series of three frames illustrating the responses of HMP
and SRF for two specific affordances: contain and wrap-grasp. Despite changes in
viewpoint, the approaches make reasonable predictions, such as correctly predicting
the inner surfaces of bowls and cups as contain. HMP exhibits precisely localized
predictions, and SRF demonstrates generalization, such as predicting wrap-grasp
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Figure 3.4: Results of affordance detection across three different input
RGB-D frames (left) using HMP (middle) and SRF (right) over the
cluttered sequence: two target affordances per method – contain (l)
and wrap-grasp (r). Brighter means higher probability of the target
affordance.
on the convex surface of the bowl. From Table 3.4, we note further that although
both HMP and SRF’s performance did drop under such challenging scenarios, the
drop in HMP is less than SRF, which indicates that the learned features, unlike
those obtained from SRF are far more robust to viewpoint changes and clutter than
SRF. Still, the CNN is best performing method by far.
3.6.6 Ablation Experiments
We performed a series of feature ablations to demonstrate the contribution
of each feature type in improving the results reported above. Table 3.5 shows the
influence of additional features over the baseline smoothed and de-meaned depth
features, denoted as Depth, with respect to the Fwβ measure.
We see that the HMP baseline performs very well, and by learning multiple
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Depth 0.430 0.539 0.323
Depth+SNorm 0.659 (+0.228) 0.547 (+0.008) 0.444 (+0.121)
Depth+SNorm+PCurv 0.663 (+0.232) 0.562 (+0.023) 0.449 (+0.126)
Depth+SNorm+PCurv+SI+CV 0.672 (+0.241) 0.557 (+0.018) 0.460 (+0.137)
Table 3.5: Ablation experiment results. +x indicates the amount of
change over Depth.
layers of features with increasing invariance and abstraction, HMP is able to extract
discriminative information. Consequently, additional features provide better but
diminishing returns on performance, consistent with the results in Section 2.7.2.
One possible explanation of this effect is that increasing feature dimensionality could
make SVM learning more difficult. Although the full set of features has a slightly
lower Fwβ measure, we note that it has the best performance on ranked measures and
clutter. The SRF, on the other hand, benefits more from the addition of new features
as they introduce more diversity into the random feature subsets used during training
(Section 3.4). Using the full feature set the SRF achieves a large improvement
over the ablated counterparts. Interestingly, we notice that although SI+CV are
derived from PCurv, they improve the results further. This validates that the shape-
index and curvedness measures capture discriminative information not provided
directly by the other features. Finally, for the CNN we find that using only depth
is significantly poorer performance than other feature subsets. Unlike for S-HMP
and the SRF, the additional features are crucial, and each additional feature yields
a noted performance improvement.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented two methods for associating affordances with
local shape and geometry information. These methods localize and identify multiple
affordances of tool parts, providing functional information that can be used by a
robot. The HMP method provides accurate results at a high computational cost,
while SRF gives reasonable predictions in real-time. We have also demonstrated
the importance of geometry for affordance identification, showing the importance
of robust geometric features. We also validated our baseline on an existing dataset,
achieving performance on par with a state-of-the-art deep learning approach, but
at a fraction of the computation time. Finally, we extended the RGB-D Part Affor-
dance Dataset with ranked affordance labels and cluttered 3 scenes.
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Chapter 4: Using Material Cues to Reason about Affordance
4.1 Introduction
The functionality of a tool not only depends on its geometric structure, but
also on the underlying properties of the constituent materials. For example, if a
robot needed a container to serve soup from a pot, we would expect it look for
an object which has a concavity, and which is also made of a nonporous material.
Therefore, it is important to utilize both geometry and material information to pre-
dict the affordances of tool parts. However, it’s not immediately clear how material
cues should be obtained and combined with geometry features to predict affordance.
Building on the Convolutional Neural Network proposed in Chapter 3, we hypothe-
size that affordance predictions can be improved by integrating high level material
cues, allowing the network to learn the relationship between geometry, affordance,
and materials.
To this end, we propose to learn the relationships between materials and affor-
dances using a two-stream deep convolutional neural network, with one stream for
predicting affordance from geometric features, a second stream trained to recognize
materials from RGB data, and a final stage to combine these high level cues. In this
chapter, we first present the details of our approach in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4.1,
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we introduce an Extended Part Affordance Dataset tailored towards material and
affordance recognition. Lastly, we present experimental results which demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed method in Section 4.4.2.
4.2 Related Work
Texture classification has been long studied in the computer vision community,
with early work on pattern recognition of grayscale images emerging half a century
ago [46]. Since then, a wide variety of statistical, geometrical, model-based, and
signal processing techniques have been proposed, with applications to such com-
puter vision problems as face recognition, object recognition, action recognition,
and background subtraction [47] [48]. Texture recognition laid the foundation for
material recognition, but recognizing materials from images presents a much larger
challenge, since it aims to infer the underlying physical properties of objects in im-
ages. Texture is often an important part of what defines a material’s appearance,
as is the case with materials like wood, leather, stone, and fabric which have unique
textures. However, in many cases different materials may have similar textures,
and in some cases objects made of the same material may have different textures.
Consequently, common texture recognition approaches are not always well suited
for material recognition [49–51].
Several prior works have addressed recognition of a specific material such as
glass [52] and human skin [53]. As the field of material recognition has progressed,
more comprehensive datasets have been developed to measure performance. The
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CURET database [54] contains 61 material samples, each under 205 different lighting
and viewing conditions. The KTH-TIPS2 database [55] was introduced with 11 ma-
terial categories, 4 material sample instances per category, with each photographed
under a variety of lighting conditions. The dataset was introduced to provide di-
verse material samples with greater intra-class variation, although the proposed
SVM-based classifier was shown to achieve 98.5% accuracy on the database [55].
The Flickr Materials Database (FMD) introduced by [56] was one of the first mate-
rial databases which leveraged internet images, consisting of 10 material categories,
and 100 samples per category, hand picked from internet images on Flickr. Several
approaches and hand engineered features have been proposed targeting the Flickr
Materials Database including reflectance based edge features [57], features based
on variances of oriented gradients [58], and pairwise local binary pattern (LBP)
features [59].
Recently, and most relevant to this work, Bell et al. [60] introduced the Materi-
als in Context (MINC) dataset with 3 million material samples mined from internet
images on Flickr and images of staged interiors from professional photographers.
MINC was developed from the OpenSurfaces dataset [61], which consists of 20,000
scenes and 105,000 segmentations from real world images. Unlike previous work on
material recognition on the Flickr Materials Database where each image was asso-
ciated with only a single label, MINC was designed for semantic segmentation, and
the authors in [60] propose an approach based on deep convolutional neural networks
with conditional random field refinement for the task. Lastly, a few recent works
have shown that jointly predicting objects and materials can improve recognition
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performance [58,62].
4.3 Integrating Material Cues to Learn Affordance
The affordance of an object depends on both geometric and material proper-
ties, so naturally, we would expect any system for affordance prediction to utilize
both of these cues. However, this raises questions regarding how geometry and ma-
terial information should be combined, and their relative importance for the task.
Intuitively, many objects in the world share similar materials, but only a few possess
the necessary geometric features to satisfy a particular affordance. For example, a
cutting tool could have a metal, ceramic, or even plastic blade, and a multitude of
everyday objects are made of these materials, but only a few objects are sharp and
thin enough to be used for cutting. So, the geometry of a part is generally the pri-
mary factor in determining its possible affordances, and this intuition is supported
by experimental results from Chapters 2 and 3. Nevertheless, material properties
still determine an object’s affordances, as a sharp and thin object must be made a
of a material hard enough to be used for cutting. Therefore, we propose to learn
the relationships between materials and affordances using a two-stream deep convo-
lutional neural network, with one stream for predicting affordance from geometric
features, a second stream trained to recognize materials from RGB data, and a final
stage to combine these high level cues.
The first stream is identical to the DCNN architecture proposed in Section 4.4.
The network takes a tensor of geometric features as input, followed by 3 intermediate
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convolution layers, and then a final convolution layer outputs an initial affordance
prediction map yA0 with depth k, the number of affordance classes. Convolution
layers are followed by ReLU non-linearities, and by overlapping 3× 3 max-pooling
with stride 2. As previously proposed, dilated convolution kernels are used to re-
tain spatial resolution in the network output probability map. The second material
stream follows the same structure as the first, except that it takes RGB data as
input, and its output is a material class probability map yM . The material stream is
also followed by an auxiliary pixel-wise softmax layer and cross entropy loss. Both
streams are finally combined through the element-wise addition of the initial affor-
dance prediction map and the output of convolutions of the two stream’s outputs,
yA = yA0 + F (yA0) + F (yM). Intuitively, this should allow the network to learn
the relationships between materials and affordances and use this information to to
refine the initial affordance predictions yA0 . The final affordance output yA is then
followed by a pixel-wise softmax layer and cross entropy loss. The overall network
architecture is illustrated in figure 4.1. The network can be trained end-to-end using
the loss on the final affordance predictions and the auxiliary loss on the material
prediction, or we can instead pretrain the material stream of the network first, on
possibly a different dataset, before learning to predict affordance. This approach
also has the advantage that gradient information from the material prediction will
not be passed to the geometry stream of the network, and we can enforce that gradi-
ents are not passed to the material stream as well. This way we can include material
information without affecting the performance of the material network, and other

























(a) Single Stream CNN (b) Two-Stream CNN
Figure 4.1: CNN architectures for affordance prediction using material
cues. Single stream CNN (a) and the proposed two-stream CNN (b).
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4.4 Experiments
We conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed approach and compare
against the CNN proposed in Section as a baseline. In Section 4.4.1, we describe
extensions made to the part affordance dataset to add new objects and material
labels, and we present and discuss the results of our experiments in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Extended Affordance and Material Dataset
The RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset, detailed in Section 2.6, consists of over
100 kitchen, workshop, and garden tools from 17 different categories. The tools
in the dataset are made of a variety of materials, where even different instances
from the same tool category are composed of different materials. For, example the
dataset includes knives with plastic, metal, and wooden handles and even metal,
ceramic, and plastic blades. However, one shortcoming of the dataset is that is
does not include any non-tool objects. Recognizing when an object does not have
any of the target affordances is a necessary ability in a robotics setting, and in
many cases material information is an important cue to make such a distinction.
For example, common office object made of paper or fabric might result in falsely
detected affordances if material information is not properly used, so it is important
that we train and test on such objects.
Therefore we extended the dataset by adding 123 non-tool objects from the
UW RGB-D Object Dataset [32], which provides color and depth data of objects
commonly found in home and office environments. Similar to the part affordance
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dataset, the data is collected using a Kinect sensor, and objects are captured from
multiple views on a rotating turntable. Approximately 250 images are collected for
each object. A major difference between this data and the part affordance data
is that the objects do not have labeled parts. Most of the objects are everyday
non-tool objects such as fruits, food boxes, office supplies, and cleaning supplies. In
choosing objects to expand our dataset, we selected those that clearly could not be
used for any of our 7 affordances.
Data in both the RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset and the UW RGB-D Object
Dataset [32] is collected using the Kinect sensor. Due to the limitations of the Kinect
sensor, images are taken from approximately 1 meter away, and thus for some objects
it is difficult to capture detailed material information. In addition, the Kinect sensor
is primarily designed for human body gesture recognition in low light settings for
video game applications, so the sensor’s color images are not high quality.
So, in addition to adding new non-tool object data, we also collected new data
from another 58 objects using a Intel Realsense Softkinetic RGB-D Camera. The
Softkinetic sensor is designed for hand gesture recognition and person computer in-
teraction applications at close range. In contrast to the Kinect sensor which has
a minimum range of approximately 0.8 meters, the Softkinetic sensor has a mini-
mum range closer to 0.3 meters. Furthermore, while the Kinect sensor estimates
depth from projected structured infrared light patterns, the Softkinetic sensor uses
a time-of-flight approach which can capture fine details. Following the same proce-
dure described in 2.6, we recorded 58 new tool and non-tool objects on a revolving
turntable to collect images covering a full 360◦ range of views, and we labeled tools
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and their parts by ranking their affordances. Finally, for all of the data collected,
we also labeled the objects’ materials using the same labeling tool used to label
affordances. The material labels in the dataset include, ceramic, fabric, food, metal,
paper, plastic, rubber, sponge, and wood.
4.4.2 Results
We report results that demonstrate the performance using the metrics (Fwβ , R
w
β , τ k)
for the baseline CNN and the CNN+material information. We use a 5-fold train-
ing and testing methodology to split the Extended RGB-D Part Affordance dataset
described in Section 4.4.1 into 5 folds. The data is split by object, resulting in
approximately 12,000 images for training and 3000 images for testing per fold. For
each of the metrics, we report the average over all 5 folds. We used the same ge-
ometric features for each network, and for simplicity we use the depth and surface
normals since this combination performed well in our experiments in Chapter 3. Ta-
ble 4.1 summarizes the two methods’ performance over the seven affordance labels
considered.
From the results, we can see that the material network outperforms the base-
line in all evaluation metrics. The difference is most significant using the Fwβ mea-
sure, which shows that the integration of material information helps distinguish the
top ranked affordance class much better than the baseline. We show example results
for both methods in Figure 4.2. We can see that the material network makes better
predictions in general, but specifically in cases where the tool parts are made of
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Affordance CNN (Fwβ , R
w




β , τ k)
grasp 0.211, 0.088, 0.950 0.282, 0.117, 0.950
cut 0.111, 0.013, 0.989 0.335, 0.039, 0.986
scoop 0.167, 0.029, 0.947 0.271, 0.047, 0.959
contain 0.711, 0.153, 0.963 0.628, 0.135, 0.970
pound 0.123, 0.008, 0.957 0.186, 0.012, 0.965
support 0.134, 0.009, 0.969 0.225, 0.016, 0.967
wrap-grasp 0.776, 0.103, 0.987 0.723, 0.096, 0.990
no affordance 0.991, 0.290, 0.991 0.992, 0.290, 0.991
Mean 0.403, 0.087, 0.969 0.4551, 0.094, 0.972
Table 4.1: Results on the Extended RGB-D Part Affordance Dataset for the baseline
CNN and the CNN with material information.
metal or dark materials, where depth data is unreliable. For example, we can see
that in the case of the knife, the network without material cues does not predict that
the metal blade can be used for cutting, while the network using material correctly
identifies the affordance in this case. Similarly, in the cases with the spatula and
mallet, the objects’ dark colors can result in noisy depth data, so we see marked
improvements when material information is used.
4.5 Conclusion
The functionality of a tool depends on both its geometric and material proper-
ties. In this chapter, we have proposed to learn the relationships between materials
and affordances using a two-stream deep convolutional neural network, with one
stream for predicting affordance from geometric features, a second stream trained
to recognize materials from RGB data, and a final stage to combine these high
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Figure 4.2: Examples results for the methods CNN and CNN+material.
Original color images (a), ground truth affordance labels (b), predictions
from the CNN (c), and predictions from the CNN with material cues (d).
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level cues. In addition, we developed an Extended Part Affordance Dataset tailored
towards material and affordance recognition, with 181 addition objects from multi-
ple types of depth sensors. Through experiments we showed that integrating high
level material cues allowing the proposed approach to learn the relationship between
geometry, affordance, and materials, thereby improving affordance predictions com-
pared to other approaches. Ultimately, material recognition cannot always be solved
by vision alone, and other sensing modalities may need to be employed for robust
performance in robotics applications. For example, a robot looking for a metal fork
might be fooled by a plastic fork with a chrome paint finish, since it would be nearly
indistinguishable visually. The proposed approach is also suitable for mid-level cues
other than materials and presents interesting directions for future work.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In this thesis, we propose the novel problem of predicting part affordances of
tools. This is in contrast to previous approaches in image classification and robotic
applications that predominantly focuses on instance or object level classification.
This work opens up possibilities for robots to identity novel objects it has not
seen before and understand their functionality. Since tools can have more than
one affordance, we propose ranked affordance labels, where an object is assigned
a multiple affordances, ordered by its significance. We propose multiple datasets
for the evaluation of this task for tools in a cluttered and occluded environments
with material information and per-pixel ground truth labels and rankings. We also
propose several evaluation metrics for this task. We hope this work opens up exciting
new research directions for reasoning about novel objects and manipulating them
by their affordance.
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Appendix A: Im2Calories: towards an automated mobile vision food
diary
While this thesis presents the problem of predicting part affordances, the ap-
proaches proposed therein are also applicable to other similar research problems.
During the summer of 2015, I interned at Google Research, where I worked with
Kevin Murphy’s team on a project to estimate the number of calories in an image of
food. I used many of the semantic segmentation and deep learning techniques and
lessons learned from my affordance work in order to solve this problem. Estimat-
ing the nutritional information of food from an image also differs from many more
common vision problems, since it’s necessary to recoginze the parts of various foods
and ingredients in order to produce a precise segmentation. In this appendix, we
include the paper describing this work.
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Im2Calories: towards an automated mobile vision food diary
Austin Myers, Nick Johnston, Vivek Rathod, Anoop Korattikara, Alex Gorban
Nathan Silberman, Sergio Guadarrama, George Papandreou, Jonathan Huang, Kevin Murphy
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We present a system which can recognize the contents
of your meal from a single image, and then predict its nu-
tritional contents, such as calories. The simplest version
assumes that the user is eating at a restaurant for which we
know the menu. In this case, we can collect images offline
to train a multi-label classifier. At run time, we apply the
classifier (running on your phone) to predict which foods
are present in your meal, and we lookup the corresponding
nutritional facts. We apply this method to a new dataset of
images from 23 different restaurants, using a CNN-based
classifier, significantly outperforming previous work. The
more challenging setting works outside of restaurants. In
this case, we need to estimate the size of the foods, as
well as their labels. This requires solving segmentation and
depth / volume estimation from a single image. We present
CNN-based approaches to these problems, with promising
preliminary results.
1. Introduction
Many people are interested in tracking what they eat to
help them achieve weight loss goals or manage their di-
abetes or food allergies. However, most current mobile
apps (MyFitnessPal, LoseIt, etc) require manual data entry,
which is tedious and time consuming. Consequently, most
users do not use such apps for very long [9]. Furthermore,
amateur self-reports of calorie intake typically have an error
rate that exceeds 400 calories per day [31, 5].
Rather than rely purely on data entry, several approaches
make use of a mobile camera to aid in this task. Cordeiro et
al. [8] records a photo of the meal but does not perform any
visual analysis of the image. Several previous approaches
[23] [29] rely on an expert nutritionists to analyse the im-
age offline (at the end of each day). Other approaches [26]
[25] use crowd sourcing to interpret the image, in lieu of an
expert. However, crowd sourcing is both costly and slow,
which hinders widespread adoption.
Several existing works [39, 21, 37] do use computer vi-
sion algorithms to reason about meals but only work in lab-
oratory conditions where the food items are well separated
and the number of categories is small. Furthermore, most of
these methods use traditional, hand-crafted visual features,
and only use machine learning at the classification stage.
The holy grail is an automatic method for estimating the
nutritional contents of a meal from one or more images. Un-
fortunately, even a perfect visual interpretation of the scene
cannot perfectly predict what is inside many foods, e.g., a
burrito. Consequently, an ideal system is one which cor-
rectly infers what is knowable and prompts the user for
feedback on inherantly ambiguous components of a meal.
Our goal is to minimize user effort for completing food di-
aries by offering smart ”auto-complete” functionality, rather
than complete automation.
In this paper, we take some initial steps towards such
a system. Our approach utilizes several deep learning al-
gorithms, tailored to run on a conventional mobile phone,
trained to recognize food items and predict the nutrional
contents meals from images taken “in the wild”. We re-
fer to this task as the “Im2Calories” problem, by analogy to
the recent line of work on the “Im2Text” problem. It should
be stressed, however, that we are interested in estimating
various other properties of a meal (such as fat and carbohy-
drates) and not just calories.
We start by building on [1], who developed a system
that can predict the calorie content of a meal from a sin-
gle image. Their key insight (also made in [2]) was that the
problem becomes much simpler if we restrict the setting to
one where the user is eating in a restaurant whose menu is
known. In this case, the problem reduces to one of detecting
which items, out of the K possible items on the menu, the
user has chosen. Each item typically has a standard serv-
ing size1, and we typically know its nutritional contents.2,
whereas getting nutritional information for arbitrary cooked
foods is much harder, as discussed in Section 7.
In Section 3, we show that by simply replacing the hand-
crafted features used in [1] with a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN), we can significantly improve performance,
1 There may be variants, but these are typically few in number (e.g.,
small, medium or large fries). Hence we an treat these as different items.
2 The US Food and Drug Administration has passed a law requiring
all major chain restaurants to post the nutritional contents of their meals,
starting in December 2016. See [15] for details.
both at labeling the foods and estimating total calories. We
then extend their method from 3 restaurants to 23 restau-
rants, increasing the coverage from 41 food items to 2517.
We show that the same basic multilabel classification sys-
tem continues to work.
Unfortunately, it is hard to get enough images for all the
menu items for all the restaurants in the world. And even if
we could, this would not help us when the user is not eating
at a restaurant. Therefore, in Section 4, we develop a set
of 201 generic, restaurant-independent food tags. We then
extend the existing public Food101 dataset [3] with these
tags using crowdsourcing. We call the resulting dataset
Food201-multilabel and plan to release it publicly.3 We
show that the same kind of CNN-based multi-label clas-
sifier also works fairly well on this new (larger and more
challenging) dataset, although we found it necessary to per-
form some clustering of visually indistinguishable labels in
order to get acceptable performance.
Of course, detecting the presence of a food item in an
image is not sufficient, since most items can be “parameter-
ized” in terms of size, toppings, etc. Note that this is true
even in the restaurant setting. We could of course ask the
user about these variants, but we would like to do as much
as possible automatically.
To be able to perform such fine grained classification,
we need to be able to localize the objects within the image
and extract detailed features. We argue that a segmentation-
based approach is more appropriate than the traditional
bounding-box approach, since food items can have highly
variable shape. In Section 5, we present the new Food201-
segmented dataset, and our approach to semantic image seg-
mentation. We show that leveraging the multilabel classifier
from the earlier stage can help with segmentation, since it
provides a form of “context”.
Once we have segmented the foods, we can try to esti-
mate their volume. To do this, we need to know the sur-
face height of the foods above the plate. In Section 6, we
present some preliminary results on estimating the depth of
each pixel from a single RGB image, using a CNN. We then
show promising results on estimating the volumes of foods.
In summary, this paper makes 3 main contributions.
First, we develop a system that can recognize the contents
of a restaurant meal much more accurately than the previ-
ous state of the art, and at a much larger scale. Second, we
introduce a new dataset, Food201, and show how it can be
used to train and test image tagging and segmentation sys-
tems. Third, we show some promising preliminary results
on the challenging problem of mapping image to calories
from images taken in the wild, in a non-restaurant setting.
Our overall system is illustrated in Figure 1.
3 See https://storage.googleapis.com/food201/
food201.zip.
Figure 1. Illustration of the overall system. Dotted boxes denote
components that have not yet been implemented. The input is one
or more images, and optionally a GPS signal and user priors (e.g.,
concerning food preferences). The output is a food diary, and an
estimated total calorie count (in cases where a suitable nutritional
database is available, such as from a restaurant’s menu).
Name #Classes #Train #Test Comments
Food101 101 75,750 25,250 [3]
Food101-Background 2 151,500 50,500 Food vs non-food
Food201-MultiLabel 201 35,242 15,132 Multi label
Food201-Segmented 201 10,100 2,525 Label per pixel
Restaurant 2517 75k 25k Single label
Gfood-3d - 150k 2471 Depth per pixel
Nfood-3d - - 1050 Depth per pixel
Table 1. Summary of the datasets used in this paper. The Restau-
rant dataset contains web images for 23 restaurants. Gfood-3d is
from 50 Google meals. Nfood-3d is from 11 meals made with
Nasco food replicas.
2. Meal detection
The first step in our pipeline is to determine if the im-
age is an image of a meal at a “reasonable” distance from
the camera. We can phrase this as a simple binary classifi-
cation problem. To tackle this problem, we need to have a
suitable dataset. We start by taking the Food101 dataset de-
veloped in [3], which contains 101 classes of food, 1000 im-
ages each (750 train, 250 test). Food101 is the largest pub-
licly available dataset of food images we are aware of (see
Table 1 for a comparison with some other public datasets).
The Food101 dataset is designed for multi-class classifi-
cation. To make a dataset suitable for binary classification,
we combined all the food classes into one generic “food”
class, and then randomly extracted an equal number of im-
ages from the ImageNet challenge dataset [30] to create the
“non-food” class.4
Each image is rescaled (if necessary) so that its maxi-
mum height or width is 512 pixels, but preserving the orig-
inal aspect ratio. We call this new dataset the Food101-
4 ImageNet actually contains 51 food classes, so we removed these
images from the negative set.
Background dataset.
To train a classifier for this problem, we took the
GoogLeNet CNN model from [34], which had been pre-
trained on ImageNet, removed the final 1000-way softmax,
and replaced it with a single logistic node. Then we fine
tune the whole model on the Food101-Background dataset;
this takes about 12 hours using a single Titan X GPU with
12 GB of memory. The final test set accuracy is 99.02%.
3. Restaurant-specific im2calories
Once we have determined that the image contains a meal,
we try to analyze its contents. The first step is to deter-
mine which restaurant the user is in. In this paper, we use
Google’s Places API [27] for this. We then retrieve the
menu of the nearest restaurant from the web,5 parse the
menu into a list of K food items, and retrieve images for
each of these, either by performing web search (as in [2]) or
by asking users to collect images (as in [1]).6
Once we have the dataset, we can train a classifier to map
from image to label. Since the user may have multiple food
items on their plate, it is better to use a multi-label classi-
fier rather than using a multi-class classifier, which assumes
the labels are mutually exclusive. Next we can estimate the
set of foods that are present by picking a suitable thresh-
old φ, and then computing S = {k : p(yk = 1|x) > φ},
where p(yk = 1|x) is the probability that food k is present
in image x. Finally, we can lookup each of these food
items in our (restaurant specific) database, and then esti-
mate the total calories as follows: Ĉ =
∑
k∈S Ck, where
Ck is the calorie content of menu item k. Alternatively, to
avoid having to specify the threshold φ, we can compute
C̄ =
∑K
k=1 p(yk = 1|x)Ck. We compare these methods
below.
3.1. Experiments on MenuMatch dataset
To evaluate this approach, we used the dataset from [1],
known as “MenuMatch”. This consists of 646 images,
tagged with 41 food items, taken from 3 restaurants. Un-
like other datasets, each image in MenuMatch has a cor-
responding ground truth calorie estimate, computed by an
expert nutritionist. In addition, each restaurant’s menu has
corresponding ground truth calorie content per item.
[1] used various hand-crafted features together with a
linear SVM, trained in a one-vs-all fashion. Their best per-
forming system achieved a mean average precision (mAP)
5 This data is available for many US chain restaurants in semi-
structured form from https://www.nutritionix.com.
6 In practice, it is suprisingly complicated to parse the menus and re-
trieve relevant images. For example, the restaurant “16 handles” contains
the folowing items: NSA Blueberry Tease, NSA Chocolate Eruption, NSA
Strawberry Fields, and 65 other similar entries. You need to know that
these are from the frozen yogurt section of the menu, and that NSA stands
for “no sugar added”, in order to make any sense of this data.
Method Mean error Mean absolute error
Baseline −37.3± 3.9 239.9± 1.4
Meal Snap −268.5± 13.3 330.9± 11.0
Menu Match −21.0± 11.6 232.0± 7.2
Ĉ −31.90± 28.10 163.43± 16.32
C̄ −25.35± 26.37 152.95± 15.61
Table 2. Errors in calorie estimation on the MenuMatch dataset.
Ĉ and C̄ are our methods. Numbers after the ± sign are standard
errors estimated by 5-fold cross-validation. See text for details.
of 51.2% on the test set. By contrast, we get much better re-
sults using a deep learning approach, as we explain below.
We took the GoogLeNet CNN model from [34], which
had been pre-trained on ImageNet, removed the final 1000-
way softmax, replaced it with a 101-way softmax, and fine-
tuned the model on the Food101 dataset [3]. The resulting
model has a classification accuracy on the Food101 test set
of 79%, which is significantly better than the 50.76% re-
ported by [3] (they used hand crafted features plus an SVM
classifer using a spatial pyramid matching kernel).
Next, we took the model which was trained on Food101,
removed the 101-way softmax, replaced it with 41 logistic
nodes, and fine-tuned on the MenuMatch training set. (Pre-
training on Food101 was necessary since the MenuMatch
dataset is so small.) The resulting mAP on the test set is
81.4%, which is significantly higher than the best result of
51.2% reported in [1].
Finally, we wanted to assess the accuracy of calorie pre-
diction. We compared 5 methods: the MenuMatch system
of [1], the MealSnap app [25] that uses crowdsourcing, our
method using Ĉ, our method using C̄, and finally, a baseline
method, which simply computes the empirical mean of the
calorie content of all meals from a specific restaurant. The
results are shown in Table 2. We see that our system has
considerably lower error than MenuMatch and the crowd-
sourced MealSnap app. (The unreliability of MealSnap was
also noted in [26].) In fact, we see that MenuMatch barely
beats the baseline approach of predicting the prior mean.
3.2. Scaling up to more restaurants
The MenuMatch results are based on 646 images of 41
food items from 3 restaurants. In this Section, we discuss
our attempts to scale up these experiments.
First, we downloaded the menus for the top 25 restau-
rants in the USA, as ranked by sales.7 We decided to
drop “Pizza Hut” and “Chipotle”, since gathering images
for their menu items was tricky.8 From the remaining 23
7 Source: http://nrn.com/us-top-100/
top-100-chains-us-sales.
8 For example, “Pizza Hut” has menu items such as “chicken”, “pep-
peroni”, etc. But these are toppings for a pizza, not individual food items.
Similarly, “Chipotle” lists “chicken”, “beans”, etc. But these are fillings
for a burrito, not individual food items.
Figure 2. Top 1 and top 5 error rates on the test set for 23 different
restaurants, before and after clustering the most confusable labels.
restaurants, we collected 4857 menu items. We manually
removed drinks and other miscellaneous items, and then
scraped 1.2 million images by issuing image search queries
of the form “<restaurant name> <item name> (yelp |
flickr | instagram | pinterest | foodspotting)”. (These site
restricts were chosen to increase the chances that we col-
lected user-generated photos, rather than “official” photos
from the restaurant itself, which tend to be too easy.) Of
the scraped images, 270k were sent to Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk for verification, producing a final set of 2517 menu
items and 99k images. We call this the Restaurant dataset.
We then took our GoogleLeNet model, which had been
trained on ImagetNet and then Food101, and replaced the
101-softmax with 2517 logistic nodes. We trained the final
layer of this model on 75% of the data, and tested on the
rest. We then computed the top 1 and top 5 error rates,
averaged over the food items, for each of the 23 restaurants.
The results are shown in Figure 2.
The top 1 error rate is quite high. This is because many
food items are extremely similar, and it is hard, even for
a human expert, to tell them apart. For example, McDon-
alds has the following items on its menu: Quarter Pounder
Deluxe, Quarter Pounder Bacon Cheese, Quarter Pounder
with Cheese, etc. (See Figure 3 for an illustration of these
food items.)
To combat this issue, we computed the class confusion
matrix on the training set for each restaurant, and then per-
formed a very simple clustering of similar items. In partic-
ular, we computed the K nearest neighbor graph, in which
we connected each label to the K other labels it is most of-
ten mapped to (which can include itself). We then computed
the connected components to form a set of clusters.
Figure 3. The first two images are put into the same vi-





We found qualitatively that using K = 1 gave a good
tradeoff between merging the most confusable classes and
overclustering. With K = 1, the number of clusters was
about 0.9 times the original number of items; most clusters
were singletons, but some had 2 or 3 items in them. Fig-
ure 3 gives an example of two clusters we created from the
McDonald’s menu; the first cluster contains two very vi-
sually similar items (Quarter Pounder Deluxe and Quarter
Pounder Bacon Cheese), and the second cluster contains a
visually distinctive item (Quarter Pounder with Cheese).
Finally, we evaluated performance of the classifier on the
clustered test labels, by defining the probability of a cluster
as the max probability of any label in the cluster. Figure 2
shows that, not surprisingly, the error rates decrease. In the
future, we hope to try using a hierarchical classifier, which
can tradeoff specificity with error rate c.f., [11].
4. Generic food detection
The results from Section 3 required images for each
menu item from each restaurant. It is difficult to acquire
such data, as previously remarked. To create a more generic
dataset, we took half of the Food101 dataset (50k images),
and asked raters on Mechanical Turk to name all the food
items they could see in each image. We included the origi-
nal class label as one of the choices, and manually created
a list of commonly co-occuring foods as additional choices
in the drop-down menu (e.g., eggs often co-occur with ba-
con). We also allowed raters to enter new terms in a text
box. We used 2 raters per image. After manually merging
synonymous terms, and removing terms that occurred less
than 100 times, we ended up with a vocabulary of 201 la-
bels. On average, each image had 1.9 labels (with a median
of 1 and a max of 8).
We split the resulting dataset into 35,242 training im-
ages and 15,132 test images, in a way which is consistent
with the Food101 train/ test split. We call this the Food201-
MultiLabel dataset. See Table 1 for a summary of how this
dataset compares to other public food datasets.
Next, we developed a multi-label classifier for this
Figure 4. Precision-recall curves for 6 classes, ranging from best
to worst, on the Food201-MultLabel dataset.
dataset, using the same method as in Section 3 (namely tak-
ing the GoogLeNet model, replacing the 101-way softmax
with 201 logistic nodes). This takes about half a day to train
on a single GPU. We then compute the average precision
(area under the precision-recall curve) for each class, and
average this over the classes, to compute the mean average
precision (mAP).
The mAP is 0.8 for classes in Food 101, 0.2 for classes
outside Food 101, and 0.5 overall. Not surprisingly, we do
better on the original Food101 classes, since the new classes
often correspond to side dishes or smaller food items, and
are much less frequent in the training data. The top 3
classes were: edamame (0.987), macarons (0.976), hot and
sour soup (0.956). The bottom 3 classes were: cream
(0.015), garnish (0.014), peppers (0.010). Figure 4 shows
the precision-recall curves for some of these classes.
5. Semantic image segmentation
In addition to predicting the presence of certain foods, it
is useful to localize them in the image. Since most foods
are amorphous, it is better to segment out the region corre-
sponding to each food, rather than putting a bounding box
around them. Such a segmented image will enable further
analysis, such as counting and size estimation (see below),
which is essential for nutrition estimation. We can also al-
low the user to interactively edit the estimated segmentation
mask, in order to improve accuracy of the system (although
we leave this to future work).
To train and evaluate semantic image segmentation sys-
tems, we took a subset of the Food201-MultiLabel dataset
(12k images), and asked raters on a crowd computing plat-
form to manually segment each of the food items that have
been tagged (in an earlier stage) in that each image. We used
1 rater per image, and an internal tool that leverages grab-
cut to make this labeling process reasonably fast. Raters
had the option of skipping foods that were too hard to seg-
ment. Thus some foods are not segmented, resulting in false
negatives. We call this the Food201-segmented dataset.
Note that we are segmenting each class, as in the PAS-
CAL VOC semantic segmentation challenge [13]. Ar-
guably, instance-level segmentation (see e.g., [17]) would
be more useful, since it distinguishes different instances of
the same class, which would enable us to count instances.9.
However, this is quite difficult. For example, consider dis-
tinguishing pancake 1 from pancake 2 in the food image in
Figure 1: this is quite challenging, since the top pancake
almost completely covers the bottom one. Furthemore, seg-
menting the eggs into 2 instances is even harder, since the
boundary is not well defined. We leave instance-level seg-
mentation to future work.
To tackle the segmentation problem, we use the
“DeepLab” system from [6].10 This model uses a CNN to
provide the unary potentials of a CRF, and a fully connected
graph to perform edge-sensitive label smoothing (as in bi-
lateral filtering).
The model is initialized on ImageNet, and then fine-
tuned on Food201-segmented, which takes about 1 day on
a single GPU. For the 3 CRF parameters, which control the
strength of the edge potentials, we use the parameter val-
ues from [6]; these were chosen by grid search, to minimize
validation error on held-out training data.
The label set in the Food201-Segmented dataset is much
larger than in the VOC challenge (201 labels instead of just
20). Consequently, the baseline model has a tendency to
generate a lot of false positives. To improve performance,
we take the probability vector p(yk = 1|x) computed by the
multi-label classifier from Section 4, find the top 5 entries,
and then create a binary mask vector, which is all 0s except
for the top 5 labels, plus the background. We then multiply
the per-pixel label distribution from the segmentation CNN
by this sparse vector, before running the CRF smoothing.
This provides a form of global image context and improves
the results considerably (see below).
We show some sample results in Figure 5. Consider the
last row, for example. We see that the context from the mul-
tilabel model helps by eliminating false positives (e.g., cap-
rese salad and caesar salad). We also see that the ground
truth is sometimes incomplete (e.g., the burrito is not actu-
9 It is more natural for the user if the system records in their food diary
that they ate 3 slices of pizza rather than, say, 120 ounces of pizza. It is
also much easier for the user to interactively fix errors related to discrete
counts than continuous volumes. Of course, this assumes we know what
the size of each slice is. We leave further investigation to future work.
10 At the time this paper was submitted, DeepLab was the
best performing method on the PASCAL VOC challenge (see
http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/leaderboard/
displaylb.php?challengeid=11&compid=6). At the time
of writing the camera ready version, the best performing method is an
extension of DeepLab that was additionally trained on MS-COCO data.
Figure 5. Examples of semantic image segmentation on some im-
ages from the Food201-Segmented test set. First column: original
image. Second column: ground truth. Third column: predictions
using CNN/CRF. Fouth column: predictions using CNN/CRF with
multilabel context. Best viewed in color.
CRF? Context? Acc Recall IoU
0 0 0.71 0.30 0.19
1 0 0.74 0.32 0.22
0 1 0.74 0.32 0.23
1 1 0.76 0.33 0.25
Table 3. Performance on the Food101-Segmented test set.
ally labeled by the human). Finally, we see that the label
space is somewhat arbitrary: the ground truth uses the term
“salad”, whereas the model predicts “lettuce”. Currently we
ignore any semantic similarities between the labels.
The performance of our system with and without the
CRF, and with and without multilabel context, is shown in
Table 3. The performance in terms of IoU is much lower
than on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation challenge.
We believe this is due to several factors: (1) we have 201
foreground labels to predict, whereas VOC just has 20;
(2) our labeled dataset suffers from incompleteness, which
can result in correct predictions being erroneously being
counted as false positives, as well as “polluting” the back-
ground class during training; (3) our task is arguably intrin-
sically harder, since the categories we wish to segment are
more deformable and varied in their appearance than most
of the VOC categories.
6. Volume estimation
Having segmented the foods, the next step is to estimate
their physical size (3d volume).
We first predict the distance of every pixel from the cam-
era, using the same CNN architecture as in [12] applied to
a single RGB image. We trained our model on the NYU
v2 RGBD dataset of indoor scenes, and then fine tuned it
on a new 3d food dataset we collected which we call the
GFood3d dataset (G for Google). This consists of short
RGBD videos of 50 different meals from various Google
cafes collected using the Intel RealSense F200 depth sen-
sor.11 In total, the dataset has about 150k frames. (Note
that each RGB image has a corresponding depth image, but
otherwise this is unlabeled data.)
On a test set of 2,471 images (recorded in a different set
of Google cafes), we get an average relative error of 0.18
meters, which is slightly better to the performance reported
in [12] on the NYU dataset. Figure 6 shows a qualitative
example. We see that the CNN is able to predict the depth
map fairly well, albeit at a low spatial resolution of 75 x
55. (For comparison with the F200 data, we upsample the
predicted depth map).
The next step is to convert the depthmap into a voxel
representation. To do this, we first detect the table surface
using RANSAC. Next, we project each pixel into 3d space,
exploiting the known intrinsic parameters of the F200 sen-
sor. Finally, we tile the table surface with a 2d grid (using a
cell size of 2mm x 2mm), and compute the average height
of all the points in each cell, thus creating a “tower” of that
height. For an example of the result of this process, see
Figure 7.
Given a voxel representation of the food, and a segmen-
tation mask, we can estimate the volume of each food item.
To measure the accuracy of this approach, we purchased the
“MyPlate” kit from Nasco.12 This contains rubber replicas
of 42 food items in standard sizes, and is used for training
nutritionists. We verified the actual size of these items using
the water displacement method (we found that the measured
size was somewhat smaller than the quoted sizes). We then
created 11 “meals” from these food replicas, and recorded
images of them using the F200. Specifically, we put the
meals on a turntable, and automatically took 100 images as
the plate went through a full rotation. The resulting dataset
has 1050 depth images. We call this the NFood-3d dataset
(N for Nasco).
To measure performance of our system, we compute the
absolute error in the volume estimate. We can estimate the
volume using the true depth map (from F200) or the pre-
11 The F200 has a spatial resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels, and a sensing
range of 0.2–1.2m. The Kinect2 camera has the same resolution, but a
sensing range of 0.8–3.5m. Thus the F200 is a better choice for close up
images.
12 Source: http://www.enasco.com/product/WA29169HR.
Figure 6. (a) An image from the GFood-3d test set. (b) Depth recorded from RealSense RGBD sensor. (c) Depth predicted by CNN.
Figure 7. (a) An image from the NFood-3d dataset. (b) Voxel grid derived from RealSense depthmap. (c) Voxel grid estimated from CNN
predicted depthmap. Size of grid cell is 2mm x 2mm.
Figure 8. Absolute error in volume estimation (in ml) across the
11 meals in the NFood-3d dataset. Each meal has 100 images,
taken from different viewing angles. The boxplots plot the distri-
bution of errors across these 100 images.
dicted depth map (from CNN), and using the true segmen-
tation mask (from human) or the predicted segmentation
mask (from CNN). Unfortunately, we have found that our
segmentation system does not work well on the NFood im-
ages, because their color and texture properties are too dis-
similar to real food. However, we were able to compare
the quality of using the true depth map and predicted depth
map. The results are shown in Figure 8. We see that for
most of the meals, our CNN volume predictor is quite accu-
rate.
7. Calorie estimation
The final step is to map from the volume to the calorie
content. This requires knowing the calorific density of each
kind of food. The standard source for this is the USDA Na-
tional Nutrient Database (NNDB). The latest version (May
2015) is Standard Release 27 [35], which lists nutritional
facts about 8618 basic foods. However, we have noted a
discrepancy of up to 35% in the calorie contents between
the USDA NNDB and the numbers quoted by Nasco for
their food replicas.13
A more serious problem is that the NNDB focuses on
“raw” foods, rather than cooked meals. For example,
NNDB contains information such as the calorie content of a
pound of beef, but this does not help us estimate the calorie
content of a cooked burger. For prepared foods, it is better
to use the USDA Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary
Studies (FNDDS) [16], which is derived from NNDB.14
However, the calorie content can vary a lot depending on
exactly how the food was prepared (e.g., grilling vs frying).
Consequently, we do not yet have a broad coverage nutri-
tional database for prepared foods, and therefore we have
not yet been able to conduct an end-to-end test of our sys-
tem outside of the restaurant setting.15
13 According to http://www.enasco.com/product/
WA29109HR, “nutrition data is provided by The Nutrition Company
using their FoodWorks nutrient analysis software”. Recall that these food
replicas are used to train professional nutritionists, so the information
cards that accompany them are designed to be as accurate as possible.
14 For a detailed comparison of NDB-SR and FNDDS, see
http://www.nutrientdataconf.org/PastConf/NDBC36/
W-3_Montville_NNDC2012.pdf.
15 Companies such as MyFitnessPal have developed much larger nutri-
Figure 9. Screenshot of the mobile app. Note that it is running in
airplane mode (no internet connection).
8. Mobile app
The complete system is sketched in Figure 1. We have
ported the restaurant detector, meal detector, and food de-
tectors (the multi-label classifiers) to the Android mobile
phone system. The app can classify any image in under
1 second. The memory footprint for the model is less
than 40MB (using unquantized floats to represent the CNN
weights). However, we have not yet ported the segmenta-
tion or depth estimation CNNs.
To use the app, the user takes a photo and then our sys-
tem processes it. First the system determines if the image
contains a meal, and if you are at a known restaurant. If
so, it applies the multilabel classifiers. We sort the possible
labels by their predicted probability, taking all those above
a threshold of 0.5, and then truncating to the top 5, if neces-
sary. We then show these labels to the user (see Figure 9 for
a screenshot). The user can dismiss any labels that are incor-
rect. He/ she can also enter new labels, either by selecting
from a pull-down menu (sorted in order of probability), or
by entering free text. The user’s image and labels are then
optionally stored in the cloud for subsequent offline model
retraining (although we have not yet implemented this).
9. Related work
There is a large number of related prior publications.
Here we mention a few of them.
In terms of public datasets, we have already mentioned
Food101 [3], which has 101 classes and 101k images. In
addition, there are various smaller datasets, such as: PFID
[7], which has 61 classes (of fast food) and 1098 images;
UNICT-FD889 [14], which has 889 classes and 3853 im-
ages; and UECFOOD-100 [24], which has 100 classes (of
Japanese food), and 9060 images.
tional databases using crowd sourcing [22], but this data is proprietary, and
its quality is not guaranteed (since most casual users will not know the true
nutritional content of their food).
In terms of classifiers, [3, 18] use SVMs for generic
foods. [2] and [1] develop restaurant-specific multi-label
classifiers. Some recent papers on food segmentation in-
clude [28, 33, 38, 37].
There are many papers that leverage structure from mo-
tion to develop a 3d model of the food, including [28, 21,
10, 36, 32]. However, all these methods require multiple
images and calibration markers. In terms of single images,
[4] use parametric shape models for a small set of food types
(e.g., sphere for an apple), and [19] use a nearest neigh-
bor regression method to map the 2d image area to physical
mass of each food item.
There are very few papers that predict calories from im-
ages. [33] apply semantic image segmentation, and then
train a support vector regression to map from the number of
pixels of each class to the overall number of calories in the
meal. [4, 19] calculate calories by multiplying the estimated
volume of each food by the calorie density. [26] use crowd-
sourcing to estimate calories. [1] relies on the restaurant’s
menu having the calorie information.
10. Discussion
Besides its obvious practical use, the Im2Calories prob-
lem is also very interesting from the point of view of com-
puter vision research. In particular, it requires solving var-
ious problems, such as: fine-grained recognition (to dis-
tinguish subtly different forms of food); hierarchical label
spaces (to handle related labels); open-world recognition
(to handle an unbounded number of class names); visual at-
tribute recognition (to distinguish fried vs baked, or with or
without mayo); instance segmentation; instance counting;
amodal completion of occluded shapes [20]; depth estima-
tion from a single image; information fusion from multiple
images in real time, on-device; etc. We have tackled some
of these problems, but it is clear that there is much more
work to do. Nevertheless, we believe that even a partial so-
lution to these problems could be of great value to people.
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